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Taking The Winch Industry By Storm

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Totally enclosed, marine grade, fully reversing crane and hoist
duty motors
in 220, 440, or 575 volts.
• Winch stall pulls from 11,000 to over 50,000 lbs.
• Winch electric brake and worm drive gear holds from 46,000 to
111,000 lbs.
• Flame-cut precision-machined side frames.
• Enclosed drive gearing.
• Steel gear guard prevents slack cable from fouling gears.
• Automatic disc break.
• Simple effective design reduces maintenance cost.

Profile Barge Winch 40 - 90 Ton Holding Capacity

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
• Remote control packages for pilot
house control NEMA 1; General
purpose enclosure NEMA 4; Watertight
-NEMA 1 or 4 magnetic reversing
starter.
-NEMA 1or4 push button station.
• Wider drums (see wire rope storage
chart (bottom left) for optional
drum lengths.
• Slip Clutch.

• Drum divider flange.
• Grooved drums.
• Angle deck brackets.
• Disengaging clutch and hand wheel
for emergency power loss operation.
• Dual winch, barge spotting system.
• Special inquires invited for mooring
and terminal application.
• Air and hydraulic models upon request.
• Wintech Winch Cables.

Lowest profile design available /
Requiring the least amount of
Deck Space

Superior Value - Wintech Reliability / Quality

Electric Low - Profile Barge Winch 
20 - 90 Ton Holding Capacity

Perspective... 
FOR ALL OF YOU WHO THINK YOU ARE HAVING A BAD DAY... 
The average cost of rehabilitating a seal after the Exxon Valdez Oil spill in Alaska was 
$80,000.00. At a special ceremony, two of the most expensively saved animals were being 
released back into the wild amid cheers and applause from onlookers.

A minute later, in full view, a killer whale ate them both.
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Superior Value - Wintech Reliability / Quality

Electric Low - Profile Barge Winch 
20 - 90 Ton Holding Capacity
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probably from Louisiana if...
You pronounce the largest city in the state as “Newawlins.”
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probably from Louisiana if...
You know those big roaches can fly, but you’re able to sleep at night anyway.
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probably from Louisiana if...
You realize the rain forest is less humid than Louisiana.
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Specify your river ratchet
1 Choose the screw diameter 

to suit your needs. Please ap-
ply a minimum 4 to 1 design 
factor when making your selec-
tion. For example, if your de-
sign load is 10,000 lbs. maxi-
mum, then a 1 “ ratchet with a 
40,000 lb. MBS would be the 
minimum strength required.

2 Specify the barrel length as 
determined by amount of take-
up required.
Barrel length = Required take-
up plus 2 times the screw di-
ameter. In general 18” to 36” in 
6” increments are standard, but 
other lengths can be supplied 
upon request.

3	 Pick	the	end	fittings for each
end (left and right) to best suit 
your application. Ratchets and 
end	fittings	are	designed	for	
straight line pull tension appli-
cations only.

4 Select handle type (spring 
loaded or loose pawl). See 
handle information on this 
page.
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Specify your ratchet...
1 Choose the barrel diameter 

and screw size to suit your 
needs based on breaking 
strengths and dimensions 
shown on Dimensions page. 
Apply in straight tension only 
with a minimum safety factor 
of 3 to 1. 

2 Specify the barrel length 
as determined by amount 
of take-up required. Barrel 
length = Required take-up 
plus 2 times the screw diam-
eter.	(Round	final	calculated	
barrel length up to nearest 
even inch.)
Example: Required Take-up 
= 8 inches. Screw Diameter 
= 1 inch. 
8 inches + (2 x 1 inch) = 10 
inches. 
The Barrel Length would be 
10 inches. 

3	 Pick	the	end	fittings for 
each end (left and right) to 
best suit your application. 
Ratchets	and	end	fittings	are	
designed for straight line pull 
tension applications only.
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SPECIFICATIONS 
MATERIAL
CAST STEEL
STRENGTH: STRENGTH SHOWN IN TONNES 

TENSION  SHEAR COMPRESSION
SAFE WORKING LOAD:  25 25 75
PROOF LOAD: 37.5 37.5 112.5 
MINIMUM BREAK: 50 50 150
FINISH:
SELF COLORED

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL:
CONE - FORGED STEEL
BODY-DUCTILE IRON

STRENGTH:
TENSION 34 TONNES
SHEAR 48 TONNES
COMPRESSION 150 TONNES

TESTING:  TWISTLOCK IS TESTED PER A.B.S.
FINISH:
GALVANIZED

F476
TWISTLOCK STACKER

(FIXED BASE)

F273
SOCKET

(I.S.O. - FLUSH)

SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL:
D-RING: FORGED STEEL
STRAP: PLATE STEEL

STRENGTH:
6.6  TONNES M.B.S. PULL AT 45 

FINISH:
SELF COLORED

F187
D-RING & STRAP

probably from Louisiana if...
You can list all the ingredients of a gumbo or a jambalaya
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F643
‘D’ - RING & STRAP

F654
‘D’ - RING & STRAP

SPECIFICATIONS
MATERIAL:
‘D-RING: FORGED STEEL STRAP: PLATE STEEL

STRENGTH: PULL  AT 45°

SAFE WORKING LOAD 54,000 Lbs.
PROOF LOAD: 60,000 Lbs.
MINIMUM BREAK STRENGTH: 90,000 Lbs.

FINISH:
SELF COLORED

WEIGHT:
3.5 KGS. [7.6 LBS.]

SPECIFICATIONS
MATERIAL:
‘D-RING: FORGED STEEL
STRAP: PLATE STEEL

STRENGTH:
50 TONNES M.B.S. PULL AT 45

FINISH:
SELF COLORED

WEIGHT:
4.7 KGS. (10.3 LBS.)

De Deer Hunt
Boudreaux. Thibodeaux. and a bunch of deir buddies waz out on a deer-hunting trip.
Late one afternoon. Boudreaux walks into camp carrying a huge buck on his back. One of de guys axed. 
“Where is Thibodeaux?”
Boudreaux tells him, “He’s back dare in de woods a couple of miles. I t’ink he dun had heemself a heart attack 
or sumt’ ing.”
De buddies were all shocked dey asks. “Doyo mean dat you carried dat buck back, and lef poor Thibodeaux 
laying out der in de woods?”
Boudreaux says. “Mais, yeh. it was a tough choice to make. but I figured nobody’s gonna steal Thibodeaux!”

*

*

*‘B’ dimension is with ‘D’ –Ring in tension
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REPAIR PARTS LIST for 

NO. 498 SINGLE DRUM HOIST
NO. 500 SINGLE DRUM HOIST
NO. 515 DOUBLE DRUM HOIST
NO. 5151/2 DOUBLE DRUM HOIST
NO. 515T TRIPLE DRUM HOIST 
NO. 515’/2T TRIPLE DRUM HOIST 
NO. 5151/2TS TRIPLE DRUM HOIST 
NO. 518TS TRIPLE DRUM HOIST
NO. 518T TRIPLE DRUM HOIST
NO. 519T TRIPLE DRUM HOIST

INSIDE CAM THRUST 

207 - DRUM SHAFT COLLAR.
207A - DRUM SHAFT COLLAR TAPER PIN. 
208* - DRUM SHAFT.
209 - PINION SHAFT.
210 - MAIN DRIVE PINION.
210A - MAIN DRIVE PINION KEY.
212* - BRAKE SHAFT.
213 - BRAKE SHAFT COLLAR.
214 - BRAKE LEVER ASSEMBLY LESS WEIGHT, 

#218.
215 - BRAKE LEVER FOOT PAD.
218 - BRAKE LEVER WEIGHT.
219* - BRAKE BAND COMPLETE WITH LINING. 
221* - BRAKE LINING.
221A - NUTS AND WASHERS FOR BRAKE END 

BOLT.
223 - BRAKE BAND BOLT AND NUTS.
224 - BRAKE BAND TOGGLE PIN.
224A - BRAKE BAND TOGGLE PIN BUSHING.
225 - BRAKE BAND TOGGLE.
226* - FRICTION DRUM.
227 - FRICTION DRUM BUSHING.
228 - FRICTION DRUM SPRING. 
229 - FRICTION GEAR.
229A - FRICTION GEAR KEY.
230 - FRICTION GEAR RING (NOT SHOWN) MODEL 

#498,
515 AND 51ST HOISTS ONLY.

231* - STATIONARY FRICTION CAM.
232* - MOVABLE FRICTION CAM.
233 - MOVABLE FRICTION CAM LEVER.
234 - STEEL DRUM SPRING WASHER.
235A - OUTSIDE BRONZE THRUST WASHER.
235B - INSIDE BRONZE THRUST WASHER.
238* - DRUM PAWL WITH BUSHING.
238A - DRUM PAWL BUSHING.
239* - DRUM PAWL WEIGHT.
240 -DRUM PAWL PIN.
241* - CROSS BEAM.
241A - CROSS BEAM MOUNTING BOLTS AND 

NUTS.
243 - LEFT HAND SIDE FRAME.
244 - L.H. DRUM SHAFT CAP; R.H. OR L.H. PINION 

SHAFT CAP.
246 - RIGHT HAND SIDE FRAME.
247* - DRUM SHAFT CAP FOR R.H. SIDE FRAME.
249 - WINCH HEAD.
249A - WINCH HEAD KEY.
250 - BEARING CAP STUDS WITH NUTS.
251 - GEAR GUARD ASSEMBLY (NOW SHOWN); 

SPECIFY MODEL HOIST FOR WHICH GUARD 
IS REQUIRED. 

*SPECIFY FOR WHICH DRUM PART IS RE-
QUIRED; LOWER, MIDDLE OR UPPER.

STrOuDSBurG HOiSTS
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Vertical electric winlasses in low profile or capstan versions

Doya know who dat is?
Boudreaux and Marie were mad at each udder. Dey drove several miles down de road wit’out saying a word after 
de argument dey had earlier.
Neider one of dem waz gonna give in to de udder an’ admit dat dey might be wrong.
As dey passed a barnyard wit a bunch of mules and pigs standin’ aroun’. Marie sarcastically axed Boudreaux. “Ees 
dat relatives of yours?”
Boudreaux answered. “Yep, dats ma in-laws”.
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Air compressors 274-283
Air receivers 283
Battery boxes 302
Battery chargers 303
Battery switches 304
Drivesaver 308-310
Fan products

Air driven fans 274
A-frame man coolers 266
Tubeaxial fans 265,267-270

 Vaneaxial 271-273
Water driven fans 274

Fuel meters 299-301
Impellers
 Globe/Barco/Johnson/Jabsco 308
Marine Mufflers 284-287
Motors 311-313
Moisture eliminator 261-262 
Oil / Water separator 288-293
     replacement parts 294-298
Plate heat exchanger 296
Telephones sound powered 305-307 

explosion-proof bells 305

index Section c
enGine rOOM

product pages
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Private Enterprise vs Government Subsidy
Lessons from History

(adapted from an address by Burt Folsom, author of Myth of the Robber Barons)

We are in the midst of a war of ideas regarding the marketplace and morality in the marketplace. The free market is under 
attack. Open competition and entrepreneurship are being attacked as to whether they are the best methods for providing 
economic growth and prosperity to the United States. The competing model, big, invasive government, has been gaining 
unwarranted support throughout the twentieth century. The big government model rests on three points: (1) the free market is 
inefficient and therefore we need big government to step in and regulate, (2) most businessmen are “robber barons” and their 
corruption causes the need for government to intervene and regulate, and (3) government can produce economic development 
efficiently. We have seen the big government model in the New Deal, the Great Society and the proposed Clinton health plan. 
This has caused some people, who have not had either time or inclination for reflection, to conclude that if the government 
model is growing then big government must work better, be more efficient, and perhaps be more moral than capitalism. 
This would be a very wrong conclusion to draw based upon historical precedents. There have been times in history when the 
entrepreneurial free market and big government were at work on the same problem simultaneously. Competing head-to head, 
the free market has always proved far more efficient than our own government.

Cornelius Vanderbilt vs Collins and Congress

The steamship industry was America’s first serious large-scale industry. In the steamship industry we had new technological 
developments allowing people to cross the ocean in about a two week period. In the 1840’s, how would these new possibilities 
for trade be approached with faster transportation now available? Would private industry step forward to provide the answer? 
A man named Edward Collins came to Con gress with an idea. He said, “If you will give me $385,000 per year, I believe I can 
deliver passengers between England and the United States for $200 each. I can also do freight and mail, charging for those things 
of course, and if you will just give me a $385,000 subsidy, I will be glad to undertake this for you. And oh, by the way, could you 
build four ships for me, too?” It would come to $3,000,000, but Congress went for the offer and Collins was underway. Collins 
claimed before the first ship sailed that he would become more efficient and later would require no subsidies. But in each year of 
his enterprise, Mr. Collins came back to Congress asking for, not for a decrease, but an increase. He was soon up- to six, seven, 
then eight hundred thousand dollars a year!

Finally, Cornelius Vanderbilt, a steamboat operator on the east coast, went to Congress and said, “Enough of thisl It is completely 
inefficient.” He told Congress, “I don’t know what Mr. Collins is going to ask for this year, but whatever it is, I will do it for 
half.” Congress went into great debate, but eventually granted Collins his subsidy (with increase) because they said they didn’t 
know if Vanderbilt could actually do it. So Vanderbilt decided if that was the way they wanted it, then with no subsidy he would 
compete against Mr. Collins. The competition was under way between the privately financed ship of Commodore Vanderbilt and 
the government subsidized Collins Line. Vanderbilt announced his entry into the competition, adding, “...by the way, I intend 
to charge less-none of this $200 per passenger!” Vanderbilt created the third class fare, sometimes called the sardine class because 
they were packed together so closely on board. But for $30.00 he made it possible for many more people to afford the voyage 
on his ship. This is the way many immigrants came to this country. He also saved on fuel by going a little slower, and cut his 
insurance cost. He even commissioned runners to bring people to his ship. After one year, Vanderbilt was flourishing and Collins 
was in trouble. Collins’ response was to go to Congress and request another increase in his subsidy in order to compete with 
Vanderbilt. So efficient was Vanderbilt that Collins demanded $900,000 from Congress. It was debated whether to give Collins 
$900,000 or go with Vanderbilt, who had promised to do it for nothing. To help Congress make up its mind, Collins invited 
them on board his ship (paid for by taxpayers) to wine and dine them. Congress came away convinced they needed to remain 
committed to Mr. Collins, feeling that since they had started with him it would be dishonest to take away his subsidy now. Still, 
Collins was nervous. The vote had been close. He decided to run his ships a little faster and promote them as being the most 
efficient means of travel between Liverpool and New York City. The results were one ship sunk, with four hundred people aboard. 
Another ship, sailing from New York on April 18 of 1856, has yet to arrive (many think it never will). Collins, faced with the 
humiliation of the loss of half of his fleet and many lives, now had to go back to Congress to request another increase in subsidy 
and yet another ship so he could compete with Vanderbilt. Had Congress‘ seen enough?

Congress built him another shipt Unfortunately, it was poorly built and made only one crossing. The ship cost $1,000,000 to 
build, and had to be sold at a loss of over $900,000. Collins was now in the awkward (but now familiar) position of having to 
go back to Congress. Finally, the “Just Say No” campaign took effect. Congress became furious. Many congressmen believed 
that there should be no more federal subsidies in the future, and-that matters should be decided by open competition. Collins 
had his subsidy completely stripped, leaving him to compete head-to-head with Vanderbilt. Within one year the collies Line was 
bankrupt!
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The Great Northern vs Subsidized Railroads

I wish it could be said that Congress had learned its lesson, but within ten years there were people coming to Congress with a 
great idea to span the nation with transcontinental railroads, linking California with New York. The Union Pacific and the Central 
Pacific came to Congress requesting a subsidy to build their lines, as did the Northern Pacific and the Atcheson, Topeka and the 
Sante Fe. Three of the four were transcontinentals, . all received Federal subsidies of either cash, land, or both. In the midst of this 
was one company that built and operated across the continent with no subsidies: the Great Northern, built by James Hill. The US. 
had three transcontinentals with subsidies and one without. The three transcontinental railroads that received Federal subsidies all 
went bankrupt. These railroads had few incentives to build efficiently, only to grab their subsidies and run. The Great Northern did 
not, and succeeded. The transcontinentals afford us yet another comparison between private enterprise and government-supported 
enterprise, even before the twentieth century.

Andrew Carnegie vs Federalized Steel Production

Another example comes from the steel industry. This industry was crucial to the United States becoming a world economic power. 
Carnegie Steel was founded by Andrew Carnegie in 1872. At the time, England was the biggest steel producer in the world The price 
of steel rail was about sixty dollars per ton. Carnegie was incredibly innovative. He adopted the Bessemer process, the open hearth, 
and tried new methods of accounting to make his company more efficient. He applied a merit system that: rewarded employees 
for good ideas, and put those ideas into practice.. He became so adept at cutting costs that, by 1900, Andrew Carnegie could 
produce steel rail for eleven dollars per ton, while England was still producing steel at twenty-five dollars per ton. Carnegie Steel, 
the forerunner of U.S. Steel, was now producing more rail than the entire country of England. We had gone from being second rate 
to being the dominant producer of steel in the world. Carnegie’s was an incredible performance and vindication of the free market. 
But a Sen. Bill Tillman of South Carolina called the steel companies greedy because of the fortune Carnegie had made in steel. The 
reasoning was that if there was profit, then there must be oppression there too. President Woodrow Wilson became convinced of the 
need for a government-run steel mill to compete with the privately run steel mills. After long debate, in 1920 the U.S. finally got its 
first steel mill run by bureaucrats. The plant, built in Charleston, West Virginia, began by building armor plate. $17,500,000 later, 
the first armor plate came off the mill. The cost was about eight hundred dollars per ton! The next president, Warren G. Harding, 
closed the government’s steel mill.

Virtually none of these aforementioned examples can be found in any college level textbook. How can we draw effective conclusions 
about the proper role of government in our economy if we are unaware of how it has performed in the past. Here is another 
example:

Smaller Slices of a Growing Pie vs Bigger Slices of a Shrinking Pie

We are all familiar with the Misery Index-a term invented in the 70’s-where the percentage of inflation is added to the percentage 
of unemployment to produce a value that is called the Misery Index. The federal income tax is essential to big government as its 
largest source of revenue. The federal income tax was enacted in 1913. One of the first things those income tax dollars went for was 
that government funded steel mill. We have had fifteen presidents since that time. Can you guess which three presidents in that 
period have had the lowest misery indices? The three lowest indices were during the administrations of. Calvin Coolidge, Ronald 
Reagan (both terms), and John F Kennedy. And what did these three presidents have in common? Tax Cuts! These presidents were 
the only three in the last eighty years to cut tax rates. In all three administrations, a decrease in the tax rate produced an increase 
in government revenues. Investors who had previously sought to avoid punitive tax rates by seeking tax-favored investments, tax 
exempt municipal bonds and similar investment schemes, brought their money back into the economy, producing “a bigger pie.” 
Seventy percent of nothing is nothing but twenty five percent of something is something, and that is what Coolidge did. The top 
marginal rate was 73% when Harding/Coolidge took office and was 25% when Coolidge left. The rate on the lowest end was 4% 
and it dropped to .5%-an eight-fold cut. There was a three-fold cut at the top level and an eight-fold cut at the bottom. These 
lower rates generated a billion dollars more in 1929 than had been previously generated with the higher rates earlier in the decade. 
Tax revenues increased by roughly 30% when the marginal rates were reduced. Kennedy and Reagan also found this to be true. 
In 1980, under Reagan, when the top rate was 70% the Federal government took in approximately 500 billion dollars. In 1990, 
when the top rate was 28% the Federal government took in one trillion dollars-roughly twice as much because investment comes 
back into the economy. Unfortunately, the facts of history get lost in the political spin.
Capitalism is the most moral, efficient and equitable system of economic exchange in history. But beyond that, it favors the 
underdog. Entrenched old wealth has no advantage in the free market. The best example that comes to mind is that of Will Kellogg.

The Power of an Idea in a Free Market
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The story of Will Kellogg is really the story of two brothers, Will and his eight years older brother. His brother, John Harvey Kellogg, 
was an “A” student and always the teachers pet. He became a physician, erected his own hospital in Battle Creek, Michigan, and 
became one of the wealthiest people in the com munity with an estate that covered an entire city block.

Will Kellogg went through school with this hanging over him. Everyone asked, “Why can’t you do as well as your brother?” Will 
dropped out at the age of 12. His parents owned a broom factory and thought they would put him to work making brooms. He 
wasn’t very good, so they put him to work selling them. Unfortunately, his technique wasn’t very good with that either. Will Kellogg 
was the consummate failure. His parents would put him in business, he would fail, then come back home. Finally, at the age of 20, 
his parents shoved him out of the house to work for his brother. To get an idea of the work he did for his brother at the hospital, his 
nickname was “J.H. s Lacky.” He shined his brother’s shoes and was often seen in the morning running behind John’s bicycle taking 
notes on what he would have him do during the day. He took all sorts of abuse from his brother, and even had to give his brother a 
shave.

Will worked for his brother 25 years and was never paid more than twenty dollars a week, in spite of the fact that the hospital was 
grossing over four million dollars. One of Will Kellogg’s jobs was to prepare food and feed patients at the hospital. One of the foods 
he had to prepare was a moist wheat meal for breakfast. Will would roll this wheat meal out, cut,it into squares, and serve it. One 
night he laid it out, but got distracted and never got around to rolling it. The next morning, fearing John’s wrath if he found the 
mistake, Will ran the roller over the now dry wheat meal. Instead of wet meal, what came out was a flake. Will took the flakes to his 
brother and said, “Look what I have done! Let’s serve into the patients,” and John Harvey agreed. The patients liked it and wanted it 
the next day. The patients even called to see how they could get it after they went home! Will Kellogg had an idea. Why not market 
these flaked cereals (they had corn, oat and others by now)? John Harvey felt that it was beneath his station to go into business for 
“filthy lucre” as he called it. He refused again and again, provoking Will to quit. John told him, “Well, if you are going to make this 
cereal you will have to buy the patents from me!” So Will had to take the life savings he had accumulated on his $20 per week salary 
and buy the patents from his brother. Will Kellogg was not a man with an education or a brilliant mind, but he was a man with a 
good idea, and he was persistent. Will Kellogg was on his own at 46 years old, ready to be an entrepreneur, and a creativity began 
to appear that no one knew he posessed. He experimented with four color advertisements in magazines-very innovative in the early 
1900’s. He had Norman Rockwell design cereal covers for ham! He developed test marketing to determine which kinds of cereals 
people wanted most and how much of each to produce. What he found was that most people preferred corn flakes. But he still hadn’t 
cracked the New York market. Until he cracked New York he couldn’t play the commercial game. Will Kellogg had an idea about 
how to sell Corn Flakes in New York. He would have a special promotion called “Wednesday Is Wink Day!” Every Wednesday, if 
a woman went into her grocer and winked, she got a free box of Kellogg’s Corn Flakes. This was risque stuff in 1910! A wild idea, 
but in a free market wild ideas get to compete with the more established ones. Will’s idea was so successful that, after this campaign, 
regular shipments of Corn Flakes to New York City went from 2 train car loads to 30 train car loads. Kellogg had conquered the 
New York market and -had a product he could sell nationally. By 1940, he was one of the wealthiest people-in America.

The free market gives everybody a second chance. Big government may still hold appeal in the political arena, but in 
the real world, it cannot offer each individual hope for personal prosperity, family security and individual liberty.
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Wide iFD
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Technical Data
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Little Things Mean A Lot
A FEW WASHERS
The Story: The $1.6 billion Hubble Space telescope was launched into orbit on April 24 1990, and immediately 
needed repairs. Cost of the rescue mission: $86 million. Cause of the problem: a few 250 washers that techni-
cians used to fill in a gap in an optical testing device. No one noticed they were there ... until they shook loose.
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Little Things Mean A Lot
A PAINT SCRAPER
The Story: In September 1978, a sailor accidentally dropped 
a 75 cent paint scraper into the torpedo launcher of the 
nuclear sub, U.S.S. Swordfish. The sub was forced to scrap 
its mission so repairs could be performed in drydock. Cost to 
U.S. tax payers: $171,000.

custom Fans availabe in many different 
configurations, housing thicknesses, mate-
rials, coatings & performances.
cALL FOr PricinG
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Heavy Duty Marine and Industrial Tube-
axial fans featuring Byrne, Rice & Turner 
one-piece cast aluminum impellers. Our 
units come with a variety of pitches, hub-to-
tip ratios, and a number of blade combina-
tions to fit almost any application. Standard 
housings are available up to 1/4” thick, and 
constructed of painted or galvanized steel, 
stainless steel, or aluminum. Motor mounts 
fit standard NEMA frame motors. Custom 
construction is available.
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Portable A-Frame and Fixed 
Column Mounting Man Cooler 
fans provide heavy-duty air 
movement for personnel and 
equipment cooling. These fans 
feature Byrne, Rice & Turner’s 
cast aluminum impellers in 
a heavy gauge, continuous 
welded housing. Portable 
A-Frame units rotate 270 
degrees on their base, and 
come with an optional lifting lug 
and heavy duty locking wheels. 
Column Mounting units tilt and 
swivel for exact directional 
airflow. Housings are available 
in hot dip galvanized and 
painted steel construction.
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Model TA
Direct Drive
Tubeaxial

TuBeAXiAL FAnS
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Only in America ...... do drugstores make the sick walk all the way to the back of the store to get their prescriptions 
while healthy people can buy cigarettes at the front.
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AXIFAN® VANEAXIAL FANS
TYPE TCVA

Little Things Mean A Lot
A DECIMAL POINT
The Story: In 1999, Lockheed Martin signed a contract to sell military aircraft to “an interna-
tional customer” (The company won’t say who). Unfortunately, whoever drew up the con-
tract misplaced a decimal point in the formula for determining the price. The mistake wasn’t 
discovered until after the contract was signed, and the customer insisted on sticking to the 
wording of the contract exactly. Cost to Lockheed Martin: $70 million.

FAN
SIZE B

ARR. 9
HUB RATIO APR. 9 - HUB RATIO
3-5

C D

A

3-56-7 6-7

ARR. 4
HUB RATIO APR. 4 - HUB RATIO

MAXIMUM MOTOR FRAME

3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7
G

(MAX.)
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Only in America ...... do people order double cheeseburgers, large fries, and a diet coke.

PROP  RPM
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Little Things Mean A Lot
THE WORD ‘PLEASE’
The Story: In 1995 Pacific Bell Telephone told its 4,500 directory assistance operators to 
answer calls with either: “Hi, this is _____, what city?”or “Hi, I’m _____, what city?” Accord-
ing to Pac Bell, these new greetings take 1.2 seconds to say, compared to 1.7 seconds when 
“please” is used. The phone company calculated that shaving half a second off of each call 
makes it possible for operators to handle 135,000 more calls per hour. 
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R-SERIES SPLASH LUBRICATED 
RECIPROCATING 
TWO-STAGE AIR COMPRESSORS

FAnS

cOMPreSSOrS
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R-SERIES SPLASH LUBRICATED 
RECIPROCATING 
TWO-STAGE AIR COMPRESSORS
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PARTS & SERVICING
AVAILABLE

PARTS & SERVICING
AVAILABLE
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Only in America ...... are there handicap 
parking places in front of a skating rink.

PARTS & SERVICING
AVAILABLE

PARTS & SERVICING
AVAILABLE
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PARTS & SERVICING
AVAILABLE
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SOBER SUE

Background: One afternoon in 1908, the managers of Hammerstein’s Victoria Theater on Broadway marched a 
woman onstage during intermission and offered $1,000 to anyone in the audience who could make the woman-
introduced as “Sober Sue”-laugh. When no one in the audience succeeded in getting Sober Sue to even crack a 
smile, the theater managers upped the ante by inviting New York’s top comedians to try.
Over the next several weeks, just about every headlining comedian in New York City performed their best material 
in front of Sober Sue, hoping to benefit from the publicity if they were first to get her to laugh. Everyone failed, but 
Sober Sue became one of Broadway’s top theater attractions.

Exposed: It wasn’t until after she left town that Sober Sue’s secret finally leaked out: Her facial muscles were 
paralyzed-she couldn’t have laughed even if she had wanted to. The Victoria Theater had cooked up the “contest” 
to trick New York’s most famous-and most expensive—comedians into performing their routines for free.
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Darwin Award Winner

March 1995, James Burns, 34, Alamo, Michigan was killed as he was trying to repair what police described as 
a “farm-type truck.” Burns got a friend to drive the truck on a highway while Burns hung underneath so that he 
could ascertain the source of a troubling noise. Burns’ clothes caught on something. The man that was driving 
found Burns “wrapped in the drive shaft.”
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Prodigy
An infant prodigy is a young child whose parents are highly imaginative.

Profit
it is a socialist idea that making profits is a vice; i consider that the real vice is making losses.  Win-
ston churchill
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HOriZOnTAL Air receiVerS 
10-240 GALLOnS
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Matching the correct silencer to any given application 
requires the consideration of many factors. Available 
space, type of engine, accessibility, location, and the 
engine manu facturer’s recommended maximum back 
pressure-are but a few of the numerous variables. 
Therefore, it is vitally important that all factors be 
considered prior to making a final selection. A special 
manufacturing feature of all Marine Muffler Corpora-
tion exhaust components is that they are engineered to 
compensate for back pressure requirements. The range 
of styles and configurations make product selec tion 
easy. For convenience, the chart (right) can begin to 
answer your selection questions.
NOTE: For “V” type cylinder block applications, where 
two exhaust systems per engine are used (dual ex-
haust), divide total H.P. by two (2), then select appropri-
ate silencer size. For “V” applications where exhaust is 
routed to one silencer (single exhaust), use total H.P. to 
make selection.
For intermediate horsepower applications, use the next 
larger size silencer.
All Marine Muffler exhaust system components are 
factory “certified” for use in marine wet exhaust applica-
tions.

O.D. GAS  DIESEL

1 1/2” 35 N/A
2” 50 N/A
2 1/2” 100 25
3” 150 50
3 1/2”  200  75
4” 250 100
5” 350 200
6” 400 300
8” N/A  500
10” N/A  700
12” N/A  1000

MArine MuFFLer FiBerGLASS SySTeMS

Making the Right Selection

Resin Standards

Resins used in the construction of Marine Muffler 
Corporation products are carefully selected to meet or 
exceed the following criteria for heat resistance and fire 
retardancy.

U.S. NAVY/USCG MIL-R-21607
U.S. NAVY/USCG MIL-R-7575
Dept. of Transportation ASTM-E-162
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